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25-YEAR LIMITED WARRANTY Valid from 03.25.2015
By purchasing the solar modules (hereafter referred to as: products) from SolarWorld Americas Inc.
(“SolarWorld”), you have chosen a level of quality, which meets the highest requirements. SolarWorld
assumes that use in accordance with regulations will reliably maintain the function of the products to
produce electricity (hereinafter referred to as: functional capability) as well as reliably maintaining the
performance of the products. As a sign of our conﬁdence in this quality, SolarWorld is happy to grant
you as the end-user of the products (i. e., the person who put the products into operation correctly for
the ﬁrst time or the person who has legitimately purchased the products from such an end-customer
without any modiﬁcations) the rights which are presented below:
A - Limited product warranty:
1. SolarWorld provides you with a warranty for the functional capability of the products until ten years
has elapsed since the purchase of the product and that the product:

E - Use in accordance with this Limited Warranty.
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operated. Services provided by SolarWorld must therefore be withdrawn if the defects to the
product are not exclusively based on the products themselves; e. g., in the following cases:
a. Delays on your part or on the part of the ﬁtter in observing the assembly, operational and
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performance.
b. Exchange, repair or modiﬁcation of the products, if this was not undertaken correctly and
professionally.
c. Incorrect use of the products.
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A condition for this is correct installation and use in accordance with regulations, as described in
the installation instructions enclosed with the product.
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f. Damage to the customer system or incompatibility of the customer’s system equipment with the
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ȯ MJM`)g%ngg)n}z`>M``})fMg3)g%nz)}Mng`ȄM3J)¡})Mg``)%z}n3)sionally and are not permanently positioned in water (puddle). However, damage to the cable,
which is caused by abrasion on a rough lower surface owing to insufficient ﬁxing or owing to
unprotected running of the cable over sharp edges, is excluded. Any damage caused by animals
(e. g., rodent bites, birds, insects) is also exempted.
ȯ MJM`fMgMf3}f)M``gn3}))«)zJ)gMM3}n¡M3MMMg``)%n}})`¡ȃƳJ)zpearance of the product as well as any scratches, stains, mechanical wear, rust, mould, optical
deterioration, discoloration and other changes, which occurred after delivery by SolarWorld, do
not represent defects, insofar as the change in appearance does not lead to a deterioration in
the functional capability of the product. A claim in the event of glass breakage arises only to the
extent that there was no external inﬂuence.
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on the functional capability of the product, SolarWorld will repair the defective products, supply
replacement products or provide the customer with an appropriate residual value of the products as
compensation at its discretion.
B - Limited performance guarantee:
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from the so-called threshold values, SolarWorld will either supply you with replacement products,
which make it possible to maintain actual performance, carry out repairs, which make it possible to
achieve actual performance or provide you with ﬁnancial compensation for the lower performance
of the product. During the ﬁrst 15 years of the guarantee period SolarWorld will exclusively either
supply replacement products, which make it possible to maintain the actual performance or carry
out repairs, which make such an actual performance possible. After 15 years of the guarantee period
SolarWorld is free to also grant ﬁnancial compensation for the lower performance of the products.
2. When replacement products are supplied, there is no entitlement for the use of new products or
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or repaired products as replacements.
C - Further conditions of entitlement:
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purchase of the product and will not be extended even in the event of a repair or exchange of a
product.
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SolarWorld’s own measurements (the assessment of measurement tolerances is undertaken in
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for a new delivery of repaired or replacement products. It also does not cover the costs of the installation or reinstallation of products, as well as other expenditure by the end-customer or seller.
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loss of the products’ performance.

g. Use of products on mobile units such as vehicles or ships.
h. Inﬂuences such as dirt or contamination on the faceplate; contamination or damage by e. g.,
smoke, extraordinary salt contamination, or other chemicals.
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or other extreme weather conditions such as hail, hurricanes, whirlwinds, sandstorms or other
circumstances outside the control of SolarWorld.
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F - Exclusive remedy:
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SolarWorld be liable for incidental, consequential, special or other indirect damages in any way connected with a product. SolarWorld’s aggregate liability, if any, shall be limited to a product’s purchase
price or any service furnished in connection with a product, as the case may be.
G - Your contacts:
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NW Evergreen Road, Hillsboro, OR, 97124, USA. Email: customerservice@solarworld-usa.com. Phone:
ȹɼɹɹȺɸɺɻȢɺɹɶɻȃŦ ȅȹɹɳɷȺɼɸɸȢɷɸɳɷȃ
H - Choice of law:
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shall be governed and construed in accordance with the laws of the State of Oregon, without regard to
the conﬂicts of law provisions thereof.
I - Validity:
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Sunmodule/Sunmodule Plus/black/laminate
SW 245 poly

ƭǄɶɹɳzn`¡

SW 255 poly

SW 265 poly

ƭǄɶɻɳzn`¡

ƭǄɶɺɳfngn

SW 265 mono

ƭǄɶɻɳfngn

SW 275 mono

ƭǄɶɼɳfngn

SW 285 mono
ƭǄɷɴɳǉƈfngn

ƭǄɶɺɳzn`¡

ƭǄɶɽɳfngn

SW 295 mono

ƭǄɷɳɳfngn

ƭǄɷɴɹǉƈfngn

ƭǄɷɶɳǉƈfngn

ƭǄɷɶɹǉƈfngn

ƭǄɷɷɳǉƈfngn

ƭǄɷɷɹǉƈfngn

ƭǄɷɸɳǉƈfngn

ƭǄɷɸɹǉƈfngn

ƭǄɷɹɳǉƈfngn

ƭǄɷɹɹǉƈfngn
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original purchase of the products, insofar as they were purchased by the original end-customer
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this document at any time. However, any product purchases, which have already been concluded,
})fMgg5))%¡JMȤMg`%Mg>J)n`g}¡z)M`)}M)Mgn}%g)MJJM%nment. You can ﬁnd out about the current status of this document at any time under
www.solarworld-usa.com.
D - Assertion of claims:
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dealer of the product of the alleged defect in writing, or (ii) to send this written notiﬁcation directly
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owing to business closure or insolvency). Any notiﬁcation of defects is to be added to the original sales
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for claims from the product guarantee (letter A). For claims from the performance guarantee (letter
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products is permitted only after the written consent of SolarWorld has been obtained.
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J - Exclusion of liability:
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other rights which vary from state-to-state. Some states do not allow limitations on implied warranties or the exclusion or limitation of damages, so some of the above limitations may not apply to you.
K - Severability:
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